submitted by zsheinko

"I JUST figured out that the world is round."

“Christopher Columbus” -ksmori

submitted by evayeung

"He told me to bang him once we start looking."
The speaker meant ping.

submitted by hsusilo

"Can I be Batman? And you be my Alfred?"

submitted by eurahko

"If I ever went to an article two party, I would wear Raymond and Justin."

“........ ;_; I had nothing to do with this” -jtxiao

“It has to be josh right?” -harlin

submitted by eurahko

"there's no one in shakespeare ensemble i would make out with"

“jay scheib” -eurahko

submitted by zsheinko

"Mine would just point to all the food."
On Jack Sparrow’s compass that points out the user's deepest desires...

“Hans” -staly

“For a second there I thought Staly was claiming that in his hands, the compass would point to Hans.” -normandy

submitted by eurahko

"We should write a revisionist version of Seussical"

submitted by eurahko

"I just wear 1800s dresses cause I'm kinky like that."

submitted by eurahko

"You added me to 73 mailing lists? Are you kidding me?"

submitted by eurahko

"Do most couples really have sex in college?"

submitted by eurahko

"jojo, stop being such a little bitch!"

submitted by jamesvr

"They took the dick. They broke it. That is why you should never give an EC girl your dick."

*note: confirmed, not eurahko

submitted by saleeby

"Hey if you have any trouble making pizza balls, talk to Eurah. I hear she is great at making a pair."

submitted by rjliu

"ABRA IM LUSTING UNCONTROLLABLY FOR YOUR BODY"

“Some days I like to pretend Eurah speaks like a well-socialized person. I replace things like ‘I'M LUSTING FOR YOUR BODY’ with "you look pretty today.' It's quite a fun mental exercise.” -normandy
submitted by eurahko
"I feel like I'm going to die in an embarrassing manner."
"You mean on the big flipper?"

submitted by eurahko
"What if we created a device that collected light from a huge area and concentrated it in a small area."
"And then I realized, fuck, it's a telescope."

submitted by cmzhang
"Inception is like crack!"

submitted by jamesvr
"All my friends are gone. But now I'm a senior. And I have alcohol."

submitted by mvuyyuru
"If I embrace my inner steamroller, Clare will die"
*note: forwarded from ben-is-a-jerk

submitted by mvuyyuru
"I keep drinking all the time. I need more work to do"
"fyi not me" -eurahko
"You're in 2.009, of course it's not you." -mvuyyuru

submitted by eurahko
"I like having drugs in my room and giving them out to people"
"YOU SHOULD APPLY TO BE A MEDLINK!" -lahuang4

submitted by eurahko
"Let's do Next Act 24/7!"
"#famouslastwords" -vsun

submitted by abrashen
"Did I like the ATS GBM? Yeah. I'm going to be a die-hard Landon #2"
submitted by rliu42
"Who is stalyc???
"rneogy? But let me answer that question. stalyc is tree. stalyc has many leaves. In fact, he has so many leaves that they tend to fall off to the ground, sometimes even flowing into storm drains. These leaves...are often mistaken for 'electronic mail spam.'"
-jfab

submitted by mvuyyuru
"Bunny! OH SHIT it's a rat!"

submitted by tricias
"I didn't know my own duck face would scare me"

"akwasi" -lcarter
"Akwasi?" -mabrams
"Akwasi?" -kkarthur
"Akwasi?" -dfavela

submitted by tricias
"I don't know what it's like to be female ...... and 5'9" "

submitted by jamesvr
"I could be a morning person but that would involve getting out of bed."

"Literally every MIT student ever." -mvuyyuru

submitted by mabrams
"I have a dictator fetish"

"schmitz schmitz schmitz schmitz schmitz" -ksmori

submitted by gopalan
"i want to affectionately flip a table on you"

submitted by tcheng17
"How much would you do it for? If someone questioned my manliness I would do it for free!"

submitted by tricias
"I'm not a huge fan of licking."

"Lickitung" -fishr

submitted by eurahko
"I only drink on 4 occasions, and they all start with C. One of them is celebration."

"Is one of them Corzo?"
"Yo I'm drunk as fuck but I approve" -jcorzo

submitted by ncolant
"I just want to be in your pants"

"Staly" -juesato
"clarification: this statement was directed at Norman" -ncolant
"Still Staly" -lahuang
"Did you know that you could finger Victor?"

submitted by eurahko

"Would you pay double the price for 5 more inches?"

submitted by jamesvr

"Do you know who I want as president? Ryan McDermott. Lead, that's all he does"
in reference to the Republican debate

submitted by mvuyyuru

"Josh. Look into my eyes. Pretend I'm melissa. Hold my hand"

submitted by tricias

"You're a freshman. Say yes to everything. Except drugs, sex, and alcohol."

submitted by rneogy

"Did you have a strong desire for your sister afterwards?"
They say oysters are an aphrodisiac.

submitted by vvachh

"We need to have a wing meeting about how not everything is funny."

submitted by rneogy

"You don't go to walmart and buy a potato if you don't know how much it costs!"

submitted by eurahko

"I'm sending all the Koreans to East Campus."
"If we kill him, he can't leave us"
submitted by mvuyyuru
In honor of the cruft that's back

"This is just a room full of people with busted asses."
submitted by eman17

"If you try hard enough, anything can fit in me."
submitted by jamesvr

"wetness is something that happens when it rains"
submitted by eurahko

"26-100" -fishr

"Can I be Norman so I can sleep with Tricia?"
submitted by james

"When you think about it, it's very normal to have a James stalker"
submitted by mabrams

"I don't want to go. That means I have to LEAVE next house"
submitted by tricias

"Clearly you haven't been touching your thighs enough"
submitted by asipser

"It's disgusting! It's not even black - it's fucking white"
submitted by bmatt

"It's difficult to tickle me through my clothes."
"That's not difficult to fix."
submitted by jimmy42

"Jimmy is just cute. I like Jimmy."
submitted by eurahko

"This [brick] is treasured. Your hand is not."
submitted by ksmori

*bmatt forwards to ben-is-a-jerk*
"...'kay benji" -ksmori

"Flash doesn't work on the moon."
submitted by jamesvr

"I will cry if we do James"
submitted by rjliu

"My childbearing hips are expanding"
submitted by tricias

"I would rather give people my blood than be nice to them"
submitted by kkarthur
submitted by jamesvr
"I've got 99 problems and they're all on this PSET."

submitted by rneogy
"I'm not THAT premed!"

“Is that even a question. Abra, get more sleep. It's not worth dying first before you can become a doctor.” -yzhang17

submitted by normandy
“Isn't it weird that all of McCormick exec is girls?”

submitted by jamesvr
"Can you speak Dim Sum Chinese?"

submitted by zsheinko
"I thought 2.009 people just sat around working on Surfaces."

submitted by jamesvr
"I can always find Ben inside Brenda"

submitted by nenright
"You do the Hokey Pokey and you turn yourself around, and that's how you BANISH SATAN FROM THIS REALM"

submitted by cmzhang
"The USS Constitution is a boat? I thought it was a document!"

submitted by eurahko
"is this what's left of harlin"

submitted by eurahko
"we have xuan, we have kristina! we have so many small children."

submitted by ksmori
"I just want to kill people"

“I don’t know who said it, but I know that EHS was why they said it.” -joshbs

submitted by jamesvr
"Someday I’m going to be a surgeon and you’re going to be fucked."

submitted by gopalan
"I like the feeling of sucking things...in particular liquid out of a small hole"
submitted by eurahko

"Hans only has a girlfriend on weekends. Tian only has a boyfriend on weekends."

"Well David, you only have Runpeng."
"That's true. But Runpeng is forever."

submitted by bmatt

"You need to figure out how to hurt people in the right way..."

submitted by lcarter

"I already ate two airplanes!"

submitted by jamesvr

"How excited are you on a scale from 1 to Clare being done with 2.009?"
"1 over Clare" -ksmori

submitted by jamesvr

"It's not you I want. It's Ben or Clare!"

submitted by nenright

"We're more than friends. I watch you sleep."

submitted by mvuyyuru

You're not supposed to drink more than two five hour energy things a day because it severely fucks with your liver so if you drink an infinite number your liver will fail and you will get jaundice and you will die.

submitted by bmatt

"Oh you're right. There's so much ass!"

*Zoe forwards to clare-talks-dirty*
*Clare forwards to ben-is-a-jerk*

submitted by aliciao

"Shit we forgot the cake... but we solved a meta!"

submitted by lyshi

"...so then you avoid the Mexican stand-off with your trump"
"That sounds like a cryptic clue for this election"
submitted by gopalan
"out of 7 emails, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 of them are nexties and 2 of them are koreans!"
while ranting about bcc failures

submitted by mvuyyuru
"If you nuke Stata, it would probably look the same afterwards"

submitted by gopalan
"I did NOT *symbiose* with a team"

submitted by nenright
"Jar Jar Binks is the man!"
"I'm disgusted" -jcorzo

submitted by ksmori
"Can you help me suffocate sophie?"

submitted by ksmori
"Hopefully we won't let them get 6 hours of sleep this year"

submitted by jiz
"kyle smells like a beautiful day"

“wait he just walked by and this is actually pretty true. can confirm, kyle smells like a beautiful day” -zsheinko